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This document is an explanation of the SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard
Application Benchmark which was released in July 2016. The benchmark is the latest SAP
BW benchmark and fully utilizes the capabilities of SAP HANA.
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SAP Benchmarks – Introduction
Since 1993 the SAP Standard Application Benchmarks have been developed by SAP to provide basic
information for configuring, sizing and for platform comparison and to conduct platform certification. The first
benchmarks available (for SAP R/3 Release 1.1H) were targeted for FI (Financial Accounting), SD (Sales
and Distribution), and MM (Materials Management) followed by ATO (Assemble-To-Order), PP (Production
Planning), WM (Warehouse Management), BW (Business Information Warehouse) and now many more.
The SAP Benchmark Council (established in 1995 and consisting of representatives of SAP as well as
hardware, logo and technology partners involved in benchmarking) define and control the content of the
benchmarks and establish rules that encompass the testing procedures. The procedures involve the
hardware companies running most of the benchmarks and sending the results to SAP. On request SAP
certifies the results.
By far the most popular benchmarks from the many available are the SAP SD as de-facto standard for SAP
platforms, the BW Edition for SAP HANA benchmark, gaining more and more relevance with the increasing
importance of SAP HANA, the BW Advanced Mixed Load (BW-AML) benchmark and the SAP Server Power
benchmark, measuring power efficiency.

Definition of SAPS
SAP has defined a unit for measuring throughput in a SAP Business Suite environment: SAPS (SAP
Application Benchmark Performance Standard). Since SAPS is a very important unit that is often being used,
it is essential to know the definition.
100 SAPS are defined as 2,000 fully processed order items per hour in the SD standard application
benchmark. This throughput is achieved by processing 6,000 dialog steps (screen changes) and 2,000
postings per hour or processing 2,400 SAP transactions in the SD benchmark.
In the SD standard benchmark ‘fully processed’ means the full workflow of an order item (creating the order,
creating a delivery note for this order, displaying the order, changing the delivery, posting a goods issue,
listing orders and creating an invoice) has completed.

Benchmark Toolkit
In order to have a benchmark environment which enables fairly easy usage and reproducible results, a
continuously maintained and updated toolkit is available.
The SAP Standard Application Benchmark tools and scripts of the toolkit are available for SAP Global
Technology Partners only. Their use by any other party is prohibited. They are no official SAP product
and no official support is available.
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The SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard Application
Benchmark
With the increasing importance of SAP HANA and in particular SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) on
HANA, a new benchmark was introduced in July 2016: the SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard
Application Benchmark, referred to as SAP BWH Benchmark in the following.
The benchmark represents a typical mid-size customer scenario and volumes and utilizes the new
capabilities of SAP HANA which enable customers to enhance their BW processes.
Since its first edition in 2016, the SAP BWH Benchmark has been further developed and adapted to
customer requirements. In the meantime SAP BWH Benchmark version 3 is available.

Comparability of SAP BW Benchmark Results
The SAP BWH Benchmark goes beyond the scope and features used in the BW-AML benchmark. While
BW-AML focuses on traditional BW objects and processes supported by all database platforms, the SAP
BWH Benchmark takes advantage of HANA’s new features. The workloads of the two benchmarks
completely differ and thus are not comparable.
Within the SAP BWH Benchmark, both the data model and the query definitions have changed in the course
of the development of version 1 to version 3. That is why the results of different versions must not be
compared with each other.
BWH Benchmark version 3 for instance is available for SAP HANA 2.0 only and the Data Load KPI (Phase
1) has been changed - the runtime of the latest data set (1,3 billion records) will be the KPI.
In SAP BWH Benchmark version 2 it was allowed to activate a specific SAP HANA performance
enhancement function which materializes intermediate query results. Benchmarks that have used the feature
cannot be compared with benchmarks that haven’t. Whether the function was used can be seen in the
details on www.sap.com/benchmark , “Materializing of the intermediate result of the query was enabled
(phase 2 and phase 3)” is shown.
In addition, SAP BWH Benchmark results with different number of data sets cannot be compared either.
Currently released version of the benchmark is version 3. Benchmarks with the older versions won’t be
certified anymore.

Features of the SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard Application Benchmark
The SAP BWH Benchmark consists of 3 phases:




Data load phase
Query throughput phase
Query runtime phase

Data load phase
The data flow starts with a data load from the source object into the corporate memory layer. The source
object is shipped with the backup.
The source object contains 1.3 billion records (= 1 data set). It is possible to load this data set of 1.3 billion
records multiple times.
The data set stored in the source is fetched and propagated through the different layers in 25 load cycles. In
other words, 1 load cycle processes 1/25 of the data set.
One of the central rules of the benchmark stipulates that the memory utilization must be at least 65 percent.
The permissible data volumes are a multiple of 1.3 billion initial data records.
The data load phase takes several hours and is a combination of CPU- and IO-intensive load. When several
HANA nodes are used (see “SAP HANA Scale-up and Scale-out Configuration Architecture” below),
significant network load is generated.
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Query throughput phase
The queries for the throughput phase must be executed via an ABAP program with a variant containing 190
query steps. Users execute the set of navigation steps in random order (via asynchronous RFCs). The
queries contain typical query patterns which can be found in BW productive systems of customers.
The query throughput phase runs one hour and is CPU bound. In a HANA multi-node environment, also
significant network load is generated.
Query runtime phase
For the query runtime phase the same ABAP program as for the throughput phase is used with a different
variant. The variant contains 10 queries which are executed sequentially. These queries are used to
measure the runtime. They contain complex query patterns which are executed in BW productive systems of
customers but which are typically not executed by many users in parallel but selectively by some power
users. Therefore they are executed sequentially.
The query runtime phase takes a short time and generates a small load. Only a few processors cores are
used, single thread performance is important for short runtimes.

Metrics of the SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard Application Benchmark
The SAP BW edition for SAP HANA Benchmark Version 3 KPIs are:


Benchmark phase 1 - data load phase:
Number of initial records
Runtime of last data set in seconds



Benchmark phase 2 - query throughput phase:
Query executions per hour
CPU utilization of database server in percent



Benchmark phase 3 - query runtime phase:
Total runtime of complex query phase in seconds

The following page shows as an example the full certificate of the SAP BW edition for SAP HANA
Benchmark Version 3 for the PRIMEQUEST 3800B.
Certified and published SAP BWH Benchmarks are published on SAP’s benchmark site here .
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SAP HANA Scale-up and Scale-out Configuration Architecture
In general, a single database node or multiple database nodes can be used for SAP benchmarks to scale
the workload. In the context of SAP HANA and particularly the SAP BW Edition for SAP HANA Standard
Application Benchmark it is referred to as a scale-up configuration in the case of a single database node and
a scale-out configuration in the case of multi database nodes.

3-tier environment
Netweaver
application server

SAP HANA
database node(s)

Network
…..

System Under Test (SUT)

Although an application server is involved in the benchmark, neither performance metrics are measured nor
does the server appear on the benchmark certificate.
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